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ABSTRACT
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the Faculty of Science and Technology 760. 62 pp. Uppsala. ISBN 91-554-5431-3.

The geometric principles underlying the construction of spherical virus capsid do
not allow more than 60 protein monomers to from a capsid while maintaining an
identical chemical environment. Most virus capsid, however, contain many more
protein subunits. Quasi-equivalence explains how the capsid proteins can have
slightly different interactions in the virus shell. Quasi-equivalence requires the
capsids to be constructed from multiples of 60 subunits, where the T number
denotes the multiplicity.
    Many T=3 plant and insect viruses use a molecular switch in form of
order/disorder of a segment of the polypeptide chain to regulate the quasi-equivalent
contacts. The structure of a mutant of the T=3 capsid of bacteriophage fr confirms
that this virus and other members of the Leviviridae family lack a switch
mechanism.
    The structure of the T=4 Nudaurelia capensis  Virus shows a molecular switch
in form of a C-terminal helix inserted in some contacts between protein dimers. This
virus is very similar in structure to the T=3 nodaviruses. In the nodaviruses a five-
membered helix bundle, formed by cleaved peptides around the five-fold axes on
the inside of the shell, are suggested to aid in membrane translocation of the
genomic RNA. In Nudaurelia capensis  Virus the helix bundle is formed by 10
helices, of which 5 are still covalently attached to the capsid proteins.
    Bacteriophage HK97 has T=7 quasi-symmetry. A domain that is degraded during
maturation and is not present in the structure of the mature virion controls the quasi-
equivalence. During maturation covalent bonds are formed between the protein
subunits, producing a set of interlocking covalently bound rings, resembling
chainmail.
    Structural studies of complexes between the bacteriophage MS2 and variants of
its translational operator are also included in this work. A dimer of the MS2 coat
protein binds with sequence specificity to an operator in its genomic RNA, and
causes translational repression. Structures of multiple RNA segments with altered
sequence at some positions which are required for binding to the capsid protein, has
been determined.

Charlotte Helgstrand, Department of Cell and Molecular Biology, Box 596, BMC,
75124, Uppsala, Sweden
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Abbreviations

DNA deoxyribonucleic acid
RNA ribonucleic acid
TBSV Tomato Bushy Stunt Virus
SBMV Southern Bean Mosaic Virus
RYMV Rice Yellow Mottle Virus
SV40 Simian Virus 40
BTV Bluetongue Virus
ICAM-1 intracellular adhesion molecule 1
VP4 viral protein 4
VP1 viral protein 1
FHV Flockhouse Virus
BBV Black Beetle Virus
TR translational operator
MIR multiple isomorphous replacement
MR molecular replacement
EM electron microscopy
E. coli Echerishia coli
UV ultraviolet
PEG polyethylene glycol
HPLC high performance liquid chromatography
A adenine
U uracil
C cytosine
G guanine
Py pyrimidine
Pu purine
2one pyrimidine-2-one
BrU bromouracile
4one pyridine-4-one
SU 2-thiouracil
I inosine
2ap 2'-deoxy-2-aminopurine



N V Nudaurelia capensis  Virus
Ig Immunoglobulin
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1 Introduction

1.1 Viruses – general

We all have daily contact with viruses. Some may cause disease and even
death. Others are mostly harmless. Viruses that infect livestock and crops
cause huge economic losses. There are so far few cures for viral infections.
Vaccination is an efficient method, but very costly since a separate vaccine
for each virus has to be developed and administered. My reason to study
viruses is to learn more about them, in every aspect of their life cycle. This
does not necessarily need to be done for viruses that cause human disease.
By studying many different types and exploring the variability of these
organisms we gain a deeper understanding of how viruses function.

1.2 Classification of viruses

Viruses can be classified according to their host specificity as animal
viruses, plant viruses or bacterial viruses (phages). Since there is generally a
wide variety of viruses infecting each host type this classification is not
sufficient for a detailed analysis. The most common way to classify viruses
is by the type of nucleic acid their genome is composed of. Viruses may
have either DNA or RNA as genetic material, and both DNA and RNA may
be either single stranded or double stranded. By comparing morphology,
infection mechanism, protein composition and genetic similarities the
viruses can be further subdivided into orders, families and genera. The
concept of a species is not really the same in viruses as for other organisms,
since viruses evolve not only by mutational divergence, but also by
exchanging large parts of their genomes with each other. It is not unusual for
viruses in the same family to have varying host specificities. An extreme
example is the reoviruses; different viruses in this family infect plants,
animals and possibly also yeast.
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1.3 Viral architecture

Viruses cannot replicate by themselves; they need a host cell to provide the
building blocks and sometimes the necessary enzymes for the replication and
protein synthesis. The key to replication is the nucleic acid, but that may be
vulnerable to degradation before infection into a host cell can occur. The
genome is therefore protected by a protein shell that surrounds it. This shell
is commonly one of two types, either rod-shaped or spherical. In addition
many viruses have a lipid membrane, envelope, derived from the host cell.
Inside the protein shell there may also be additional proteins required for
infection, replication and protein synthesis. In this thesis non-enveloped
spherical viruses have been studied.
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2 Background

2.1 Multifunctionality of viral structural proteins

The proteins that build up the virus shell, or capsid, are called structural
proteins or capsid proteins. Their primary role is to protect the nucleic acid,
but the nature of the viral lifecycle also requires several other interactions.
The aim of this chapter is to give some understanding of the various
functions performed by viral structural proteins and the complexity that can
be encoded into a single stretch of polypeptide. The viruses discussed here
are only a few examples; detailed information is available for many more.

2.2 Protein-protein interactions within the virus shell

2.2.1 Quasi-symmetry

Since a nucleic acid molecule can not encode a single protein that is large
enough to enclose it, virus capsids must be constructed by multiple copies of
one or a few proteins. The lowest-energy assemblies are those conforming to
a geometrical shape. The largest closed body to which identical units can be
arranged is an icosahedron (Figure 1). An icosahedron has axes of 2-, 3- and
5-fold symmetry. The icosahedron has 60 identical positions, which means
that 60 would be the maximum possible number of proteins with identical
interactions building up a virus capsid. However, many viruses contain many
more than 60 capsid protein subunits, often several hundred. The theory of
quasi-equivalence (1) was presented as a way of explaining how more than
60 protein subunits could be included into the shell, by allowing the protein
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subunits to have different interactions and different chemical environment.
The theory allows for certain multiples of 60 subunits, indicated by the
triangulation (T) number, to form quasi-equivalent particles. There are only
certain T numbers that are allowed, following the rule T=H²+HK+K², where
H and K are integers. High-resolution structures of virus particles with
triangulation numbers of 1, 3, 4, 7 and 13 are available. Many viruses with
higher T numbers, up to T=169 (2), are known. In particles with T>1 a
number of Quasi-symmetry axes are also introduced, which may or may not
coincide with the icosahedral symmetry axes.

Figure 1. Left: An icosahedron with the position of 5-, 3- and 2 fold axes indicated.
Right: An icosahedron with the location of quasi-symmetric subunits A, B and C in
a T=3 virus capsid. Figures 1b, 3a and 3b are from VIPER
(http://mmtsb.scripps.edu/viper/viper.html).

An example of quasi-symmetry is the T=3 RNA plant viruses (TBSV,
SBMV, etc.) (3,4). The Rice Yellow Mottle Virus (RYMV) capsid protein
has a 238-residue chain with a typical viral jellyroll fold (5). The shell is
constructed by 180 capsid proteins. The protein exists in three quasi-
equivalent conformations, denoted A, B and C (Figure 2). Together one of
each A, B and C chain forms one icosahedral asymmetric unit. The main
difference between the quasi-equivalent conformations is the order/disorder
of an N-terminal segment of the capsid protein in some protein interfaces. At
the icosahedral fivefold axis, five A subunits interact in a "bent"
conformation. At the quasi-sixfold axis (icosahedral threefold axis), B and C
subunits interact. In the B/C interface, an N-terminal segment from the C
subunit is inserted in a cleft between the two proteins, forcing them to
interact in a "flat" conformation (Figure 2). In this particular plant virus, the
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N-terminal arm from the C subunit is not inserted in the interface of the C
subunit it is part of, instead it inserted in the interface of the neighbouring C
subunit. This "domain swapping" leads to the formation of an internal
network of the N-terminal strands (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Top left: A bent subunit contact between two A subunits in RYMV. Top
right: A flat subunit contact between the B and the C subunits in RYMV. Bottom:
The network of N-terminal strands on the inside of the capsid in RYMV.

2.2.2 Deviations from quasi-symmetry

There are examples of virus shells that do not conform to the quasi-
equivalence theory. The capsids of polyoma virus and Simian Virus 40
(SV40) with their 360 protein monomers would have a triangulation number
of 6. The structures shows (6,7) that the capsids are formed by pentamers
only, occupying the positions of both pentamers and hexamers in a capsid
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corresponding to T=7 symmetry (Figure 3). The inner shell of the core of
Bluetonuge Virus have 120 protein monomers (8), made possible by the high
plasticity of the protein monomer, which allows it to form two differently
shaped triangles (Figure 4). It is evident that protein molecules are flexible
enough to result in low-energy structures even if the monomers have
significantly different interactions.

Figure 3. Left: The arrangement of SV40 pentamers in a pseudo T=7 organisation.
Right: The T=7 arrangement of HK97 hexamers and pentamers.

Figure 4. The two different conformations adopted by the protein that builds up the
BTV core inner shell.
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2.3 Assembly control

The problem of assembling hundreds of protein subunits into a shell of
predefined size puts special demands on viral capsid proteins. The proteins
must form a capsid of the correct size to accommodate the genome and,
ideally, the capsid formation should be fast. The shell may assemble from
protein monomers, but higher order assembly intermediates, like dimers,
trimers, pentamers and hexamers, are common. In viruses with T numbers
greater then one, the protein subunits must form different interactions when
added to the capsid, to be able to define the correct curvature. There are
various solutions to this problem. Small viruses tend to have special
segments that become either ordered/disordered or in discrete
conformational states during the assembly of the capsid (3,4,9-11). These
segments act as switches to produce different quasi-equivalent states of the
proteins in the growing capsid (Figure 2). If these segments are altered or
deleted, aberrant assembly forms are often produced (12,13). In this case all
necessary information is provided in the amino acid sequence of the capsid
protein.

Some large viruses, like dsDNA phages, herpesvirus or adenovirus, need
the extra help of special scaffolding proteins to produce the correct sized
particles. There are examples of both internal and external scaffolding
proteins (14). Internal scaffolding proteins do not need to form a symmetric
structure or have specific interactions with the capsid protein; providing a
core of an appropriate size onto which the capsid protein can assemble is
apparently sufficient for formation of the correct shell (14). In contrast,
external protein scaffolds display icosahedral symmetry (15-17).

2.4 Maturation

Several types of viruses undergo a process called maturation, in which the
assembled virus capsid has to be altered to produce an infectious virion.
Maturation may involve proteolytic cleavage, ordering of protein segments,
release of scaffolding proteins and size changes of the particles (swelling or
shrinking). Classic examples of maturation are the large dsDNA
bacteriophages (P22, T4, T7, , etc.) and herpesvirus. In some viruses
maturation involves large rearrangements of the protein components in the
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capsid (18-23), which implies that the capsid proteins must have several
alternative interaction surfaces.

The large dsDNA bacteriophages in the siphoviridae family are complex
structures, with a large icosahedral head consisting of several hundred capsid
protein molecules. They have a connector/portal replacing one pentamer in
the head through which DNA is packed, and a flexible tail used to inject
DNA into the host cell. The typical assembly and maturation pathway for
these phages starts with the formation of a procapsid (24). In addition to the
capsid proteins, the procapsid contain hundreds of scaffolding proteins (25),
which are responsible for guiding the assembly into a correctly formed head.
Additional minor proteins may also be present, and there is a portal structure
replacing one of the vertices in the head. The next step in maturation is the
release of the scaffolding proteins, a process which involves proteolytic
cleavage since the scaffolding proteins are positioned inside the head and
cannot escape without cleavage (25-27). DNA is packed through the portal
and simultaneously results in irreversible expansion of the particle. The tail
is assembled separately and is attached to the portal complex after DNA
packing.

2.5 Interactions with the host cell

To be able to replicate, the viral nucleic acid must enter the host cell. In
many cases it is the capsid proteins that contacts the cell and mediates the
entry of the genetic material. Animal viruses, as well as some
bacteriophages, use cell receptors for attachment to the host cell. Another
entry pathway for phages is the attachment to the bacterial flagella or pili,
after which the particles are drawn into the cell. Plant viruses do not appear
to have any direct interactions with their host cells; instead they usually
infect by "passive entry" through a wound in the cell wall. Animals, on the
other hand, have the immune system as a defence against foreign particles,
including viruses.

2.5.1 Antibody interactions

Antibodies react with the most exposed parts of the virions, which in non-
enveloped viruses are the capsid proteins. Escaping antibodies, while
maintaining the ability to bind to the receptor, is therefore an important
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property of capsid proteins. The primary means by which these viruses
escape antibodies is by having a large sequence variability of the exposed
parts - hypervariable regions.

2.5.2 Receptor interactions

Animal viruses, as well as some bacteriophages, use cell receptors for
attachment to the host cell. The receptor can be almost any kind of molecule
displayed on the cell surface, proteins, glycolipids and carbohydrates. The
detailed interactions of a few picornaviruses (poliovirus, coxsackievirus and
rhinovirus), with their receptors have been thoroughly studied (28-34). The
human rhinoviruses can be subdivided into three groups according to their
receptor specificity, with the major group using the intracellular adhesion
molecule-1 (ICAM-1). There are several structures of rhinoviruses in
complex with their receptor fragments (28,29,32). All structures of different
rhinovirus types have showed a groove, or canyon, around the 5-fold axis.
This region has unusually conserved amino acid sequence, possibly because
it is too narrow for antibodies to penetrate. The ICAM-1 N-terminal
immunoglobulin domain has been shown to bind in this canyon, an elegant
way of providing a conserved receptor-binding site that is protected from
antibody neutralisation (Figure 5).

Figure 5. The ICAM-1 receptor binds in a shallow groove on the HRV surface.
Antibodies are too large to penetrate the canyon. Adapted from (110).
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2.5.3 Translocation of RNA

Receptor interactions often lead to endocytosis of the virus particle. The
particles can become destabilised by the low pH in the endosome. In order to
enter the cytoplasm, the genetic material has to be translocated across the
endosomal membrane (or the cell membrane if there is no endocytosis). In
enveloped viruses, fusion of the viral and cellular membranes allows entry of
the particle or its genetic material into the cytoplasm. Membrane-integrated
viral proteins mediate the membrane fusion. Non-enveloped viruses must
find another way to cross the membrane. In picornaviruses the internal
protein VP4 is released upon endocytosis and the N-terminal part of VP1 is
exposed, mediating translocation through the membrane (35). In the
structures of two T=3 nodaviruses, Flockhouse Virus (FHV) and Black
Beetle Virus (BBV), another mode of RNA translocation have been found
(36). During particle assembly, an autoproteolytic cleavage detaches a
peptide from each monomer in the capsid. At the five-fold axes, just inside
the viral surface, these peptides form a five-membered helix bundle (Figure
6) (9,10). There are indications that this bundle becomes externalised and
associated with the membrane during endocytosis and can aid in transferring
the RNA across the membrane (36,37).

Figure 6. The arrangement of C-terminal helices in a cylinder shape around the
fivefold axis in BBV. All 5 C-terminal helices are shown (black). For clarity only
two full A subunits are shown (grey).
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2.6 Interactions with the nucleic acid

In order to form infectious particles, many virus capsid proteins have to
assemble around their genome. This means that some kind of recognition
must take place between the nucleic acid and the capsid protein to ensure
that the correct DNA or RNA is packed.

The most well studied interaction between a capsid protein and its
genome is that of the T=3 coliphage MS2. Binding of a capsid protein dimer
to a copy of the RNA genome acts as the nucleation point for capsid
assembly  (38-41). The protein dimer binds specifically to a 19-nucleotide
hairpin structure located at the beginning of the viral replicase gene. The
binding causes translational repression of the replicase, and therefore the
hairpin has been named the translational operator (TR) (42). Binding assays
has provided a consensus for the sequence-specific interactions (43).
Numerous structures are now available of complexes of the MS2 capsid and
short RNA fragments (44-51), showing how the nucleic acid interacts with
the capsid protein (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Left: The sequence and secondary structure of MS2 TR. The numbering is
relative to the start of the replicase gene. Right: The MS2 TR bound to a dimer of
MS2 coat protein (side view).
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2.7 Enzymatic activity

There are several examples of virus capsid proteins catalysing chemical
reactions. The most spectacular is the capsid protein of Sindbis Virus and
Semliki Forest Virus, which are chymotrypsin-like serine proteases (52-54).
The capsid protein acts in cis to cleave itself from the translated polyprotein.
Autoproteolytic cleavage of the capsid protein during maturation of virus
particles are common, examples are picornaviruses, nodaviruses and
Nudaurelia capensis  Virus. There are also examples of reactions other
than proteolysis. The capsid proteins of the -like bacteriophage HK97 form
covalent bonds throughout the virus shell as the final step of maturation
(55,56). The reaction is catalysed by the capsid protein itself.
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3 Structure determination methods

All the structures in this thesis were determined by x-ray crystallography.
There are a few things about structure determination of viruses that differs
from ordinary protein crystallography. The size of the unit cell is often very
large, since it may contain one or more whole virus capsid. If the virus shell
is "empty", the solvent content of the crystal is usually high. This leads to
weak data and sometimes to low resolution.

3.1 Phasing

The first high-resolution virus structures were solved with Multiple
Isomorphous Replacement (MIR). Recently though, Molecular Replacement
(MR) has become the most favoured choice for phasing virus data. If a high-
resolution structure of a related virus is available, the molecular replacement
may work at high resolution. An alternative starting model for molecular
replacement is cryo-EM reconstructions at relatively low resolution (57-60)
or even hollow shells of electron density - ab initio phasing (61). The phases
obtained at low resolution must then be extended to high resolution by phase
extension.

3.2 Phase improvement by density averaging

Virus particles have 60 identical units in its shell, imposed by the icosahedral
symmetry. This knowledge allows virus crystallographers to use electron
density averaging over the non-crystallographically related asymmetric units
to improve the phases. The procedure is performed at a defined resolution
and in real space. An average is calculated for the electron densities in all the
non-crystallographic asymmetric units. This averaged density is then used
for Fourier back-transformation to yield improved phases that can be
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combined with the observed structure factor amplitudes. The procedure is
repeated cyclically until no further improvement is seen.

3.3 Methods used in this work

3.3.1 The structure of frs5 (Paper I)

The deletion mutant frs5 was recombinantly overexpressed in E. coli and the
capsids were purified by size-exclusion chromatography. Temperature
stabilities of frs5 and fr wildtype capsids were determined by heating
aliquots of the capsids to various temperatures in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0,
for 15 minutes. The aliquots were run on an Ethidium Bromide-containing
agarose gel and the RNA associated with the capsids visualised by UV-
radiation.
Crystals of the purified capsid protein were grown using hanging drop
vapour diffusion with 0.1 M NaCl, 0.1 M Bicine and 30% w/v polyethylene
glycol (PEG) monomethylether 550 (Hampton Crystal Screen II, solution
46). Crystals of 0.5-1.0 mm grew in one week at room temperature. Data
were collected using synchrotron radiation to 3.5 Å. The data were processed
using DENZO (62) and scaled using Scalepack (62). The crystals had
spacegroup R32 with cell dimensions a=b=264.1 Å and c=654.2 Å in the
hexagonal setting.

The structure was determined by molecular replacement using XPLOR
(63) with the refined structure of recombinant wild type fr capsid (64) as a
starting model. Electron density averaging using 10-fold non-
crystallographic symmetry was performed using AVE (65) to produce the
final 2Fo-Fc maps. The fr wildtype model was rebuilt according to the frs5
sequence. Positional refinement and temperature factor refinement was
performed using XPLOR (63).

3.3.2 Complexes between MS2 and variants of its translational
operator (Papers II-III)

MS2 capsid protein was recombinantly overexpressed in E. coli and the
capsids were purified by size-exclusion chromatography. Crystals of the
purified capsid protein were grown using hanging drop vapour diffusion
with 0.3-0.4 M Na-phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, as well solution. The initial
drops were 10 µl and contained 3.7 mg/ml virus capsids and 0.5-2.0% PEG
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with a molecular weight of 8000 in 0.05 M NaPO4 buffer, pH 7.4. Crystals
grew after several weeks in 30° or 37°. The crystals had spacegroup R32
with cell dimensions a=b=288.0 Å and c=654.0 Å in the hexagonal setting.

The RNA molecules were produced by solid-phase synthesis and purified
to homogeneity by HPLC. Some RNA molecules were purchased from DNA
Technology A/S, Denmark. Crystals larger than 0.7 Å were used for soaking
with RNA. After transfer to room temperature the crystals were washed with
5% PEG in 0.4 M Na-phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. RNA molecules in solution
were added to a final concentration of 4.5 mg/ml. After about one week of
soaking, the crystals were mounted in glass capillaries and used for data
collection.

All diffraction data were collected using synchrotron radiation at 5° C.
Several positions on each crystal and several crystals were used for each
MS2-RNA complex. The data were processed using DENZO (62) and scaled
using Scalepack (62).

The structures were determined by molecular replacement, using the
coordinates for an empty MS2 particle as initial model. The MR was done
using XPLOR (63) or CNS (66). Electron density averaging using 10-fold
non-crystallographic symmetry was performed using AVE (65) to produce
the final 2Fo-Fc maps.

The models were built in O (67) using coordinates of an existing MS2-
RNA complex (44). Positional refinement and temperature factor refinement
was performed using XPLOR (63) or CNS (66).

3.3.3 Rebuilding and refinement of the HK97 and Nudaurelia
capensis  Virus structures

The starting models were rebuilt in O (67) and positional and temperature
factor refinement was performed using CNS (66).
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4 Assembly control in the small RNA
coliphages (Paper I)

4.1 Introduction

Bacteriophages are viruses that infect bacteria. Phages that specifically infect
E. coli cells are called coliphages. The small RNA phages belonging to the
family of Leviviridae were first characterised by Loeb and Zinder (68), who
purified them from sewage in New York. The coliphage MS2 and its close
relatives have since been used as model systems for studying virus assembly
and protein-RNA interactions (41,43-51,69-81). The protein shell structure
of MS2 and the related phages fr, Q , GA and PP7 are known (64,82-86).
Bacteriophage fr has a T=3 icosahedral protein shell surrounding a single
stranded RNA genome of 3575 nucleotides. The outer diameter of the
particle is 280 Å. These phages infect cells by attachment to bacterial pili
and the assembled particle also contains one copy of the A protein
(maturation protein) which is believed to contact the host cell pilus during
infection (87,88). The genetics of phage fr and other Leviviruses are very
simple, with only four proteins encoded: the coat protein, the A protein, a
subunit of the viral replicase and a lysis protein. fr has a high genomic
identity to MS2, 77% (89), which for the coat protein means that only 17 out
of 129 amino acids are different. The crystallographic structure of fr is very
similar to that of MS2 (64).

The protein shell is composed of 180 copies of a 129 amino acid capsid
protein. The monomers associate to dimers immediately after synthesis and
these spontaneously assemble into capsids even at low concentrations. The
monomer fold is a simple 5-stranded antiparallel -sheet, with 2 helices at
the C-terminus and an additional  -hairpin at the N-terminus (Figure 8).
When dimers are formed, the C-terminal helices from each subunit become
interlocked and a continuous 10-stranded -sheet is formed. The T=3
packing means that there will be 3 slightly different, but distinct quasi-
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equivalent conformations with slightly different interactions in the shell.
These are denoted A, B and C (Figure 8) and are arranged in the shell as A/B
dimers and C/C dimers. The three different conformations are remarkably
similar, the only difference being a bent conformation of the loop between
strand F and G (FG loop) in the B conformation.

Figure 8. A trimer of dimers of MS2 coat protein. The three chains in the
asymmetric unit, A, B and C are shown, together with their dimer partners B', A'
and C'.

Assembly of a virus particle with more than 60 proteins in the shell requires
the proteins to be added to the shell in the correct conformation, or the shell
will not get the correct curvature. fr/MS2 coat protein lacks any obvious
"switch" region like the one seen for a number of plant and insect viruses
(TBSV, SBMV, BBV etc.), where a segment of the N-terminus is ordered in
some subunits and disordered on other, producing distinct differences in the
interfaces between the protein subunits (3,4,9-11). The FG loop interacts at
the five- and quasi-sixfold axes, in an extended conformation at the A and C
subunits, while the B subunit FG loop is bent. When the structure was first
solved, it was revealed that the FG loop had a cis-proline at residue 68 in
subunit B, but not in A and C, and it was suggested that this isomerisation
was used as a switch mechanism (84). Further mutational and structural
studies of MS2, however, revealed that the proline could be replaced with an
Asn (90) and correct capsids still formed. The structure of this mutant
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showed that AsnB78 had a normal trans conformation (91), but a full-length
clone of with this mutation failed to produce viable phages (92).

4.2 Results

The mutant frs5 (del 70-73) was one in a series of deletion and substitution
mutants made to explore the importance of various regions for capsid
assembly (93). In frs5 the putative switch region had been deleted, but
capsids of the correct size still formed, albeit with a much larger fraction of
unassembled dimers present. Purified frs5 capsids were crystallised and the
structure was solved at 3.5 Å resolution. The fold is very similar to wild-type
fr and MS2 and the fr wildtype model was easily rebuilt and refined. In the
wild-type structure the FG loops at both symmetry axes are held together by
hydrogen bonds. In the mutant structure, the FG loops at the q6-fold axis
have no hydrogen bonds since the distance between the chains is too long
(Figure 9). This also causes high temperature factors. At the 5-fold axis the
FG loops were disordered and could not be modelled, probably because the
lack of hydrogen bonds (Figure 9). We were able to conclude that the FG
loop could not be considered a switch for assembly regulation and, as far as
there are no collisions, they may have certain flexibility. The absence of
hydrogen bonds between the FG loops leads to a lower temperature stability,
as was shown by heating both fr wildtype and frs5 capsids to different
temperatures and detecting the "leakage" of RNA from the particles on an
agarose gel.
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Figure 9. Top: The structure of wildtype fr coat protein, with interactions around
the five- and quasi-sixfold axes. Bottom: The structure of the frs5 mutant. The loops
are disordered around the fivefold axes and are considerably shorter than wildtype
around the quasi-sixfold axes.
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4.3 Overall conclusions - phage assembly

Since there is no obvious molecular switching mechanism in the coat
proteins of the small RNA coliphages, the assembly must be regulated by
more subtle mechanisms. It was proposed (85) that the assembly might
instead be regulated by the interaction surfaces of the assembling dimers.
Only one polar contact in the dimer-dimer interface is conserved when all
known structures of the small coliphages are compared. This is a hydrogen
bond between the mainchain oxygen of residue 39 and the mainchain
nitrogen of residue 94. All three quasi-equivalent subunits form this
interaction and it might be enough to define the correct curvature of the
growing shell. If the assembly is initiated by a trimer of dimers
(AB+AB+CC) ((93), Vijay Reddy, personal communication), the O39 - N94
interaction would be in the centre of the complex, and all interactions of the
T=3 capsid would be defined. Additional dimers could then be added to the
preformed quasi-equivalent surfaces.
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5 Interactions of phage MS2 with its
translational operator (Paper II-III)

5.1 Introduction

In addition to its role as shell protein, MS2 coat protein also acts a
translational repressor of the replicase gene (42). A 19-nucleotide long
hairpin, named the translational operator (TR), in the beginning of the
replicase gene has been identified as the sequence binding to the coat
protein. The hairpin consists of a seven-basepair stem, with a bulged
nucleotide between basepairs five and six, and is closed by a four-nucleotide
loop. Multiple binding studies of MS2 coat protein and variant RNA
segments in solution (43,69-81,94) have produced a consensus for the
binding requirements (Figure 10). The bases that interact with the coat
protein in a sequence specific way are -10, -7, -5 and -4, where position -4
seems to be the most strict; no binding can be detected for bases other than
Adenine (A) in this position.

Figure 10.  The translational operator (TR) (left) and the consensus for binding to
MS2 coat protein (right).

                -5                                          -5
    U U                  N Py
   A   A              -7 A   A -4
    G-C                  N-N'
    G-C                  N-N'
-10 A                 -10 Pu
    G-C                  N-N'
    U-A +1              N-N'
    A-U                  N-N'
    C-G                  N-N'
    A-U                  5'    3'

5'    3'
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The starting point for virus assembly in vivo is believed to be a coat protein
dimer bound to one molecule of genomic RNA (38-41). Recombinant
expression of coat protein results in the quick assembly into "empty"
capsids, but a significant amount of cellular RNA is also incorporated. The
presence of viral RNA, or the TR, stimulates capsid formation at lower
protein concentrations (41), suggesting that there are specific interactions
between the TR and the coat protein that stimulates assembly. It has been
proposed that the binding of RNA to the coat protein could induce a
conformational change in the dimer that could act as an assembly initiation
complex (95). The most likely change that could affect assembly is a
conformational change of the FG loop. The x-ray structure of the MS2 TR in
complex with wildtype MS2 coat protein does not show any obvious
mechanism of linking the binding of TR to a conformational change, since
the TR binding site is distant from the FG loop.

X-ray crystallography has also been used to study the detailed
interactions of MS2 and the TR (44-51) (Figure 11). Recombinant MS2
capsids, containing no genomic RNA, can be crystallised, and we have been
able to soak in short synthetic fragments of RNA, containing variations of
the MS2 TR. The RNA fragments diffuse into the MS2 capsids, probably
through pores at the quasi-sixfold axes, and bind to the dimers in the capsid.
There are thus 90 RNA binding sites in the capsid. This allows for the use of
non-crystallographic symmetry in the structure determination. The RNA
molecules bind both to A/B dimers and to C/C dimers, but at the symmetric
C/C dimer the RNA can bind either way and appear twofold disordered.
Papers II-III are devoted to structural studies of RNA variants with different
bases at positions -5, -7 and -10.
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Figure 11. The binding of the MS2 TR to the coat protein.

5.2 Results, Paper II

Biochemical work has pointed out the base at position -5 in the TR loop as
one of the critical positions for TR binding. According to extensive RNA-
coat protein affinity measurements, pyrimidines are strongly preferred at this
position, with purine affinities at least a 100-fold lower than for purines (69).
Four factors appear to influence the binding affinity of the -5 base. The base
interacts with the coat protein by stacking to the sidechain of Tyr 85, the
substituent at ring position 2 forms a hydrogen bond to the Asp 87 sidechain,
there is a hydrogen bond between the tyrosine hydroxyl group and the -6
phosphate, and the substituent at ring position 4 may contact the -6
phosphate. The wild-type base at position -5 is uracil (U), but several
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substitutions have been tested in binding experiments and the structures of
some have been determined (45,47). Cytosine (C) at -5 gives a significantly
higher binding affinity than wild-type U (74,79,96), due to a hydrogen bond
formed within the RNA molecule (phosphate -6 to the ring position 4 N in
the -5 base) that stabilises the protein in the bound conformation (45). Apart
from that, the conformation is very similar to the wildtype TR.

In paper II, we report the structures of six different complexes with
substitutions at position -5, two of them purines. The variant bases tested
were 5-bromouracil-5 (BrU-5), pyrimidine-2-one-5 (2one-5), 2-thiouracil-5
(SU-5), 2-thiouracil-5, 6 (SU-5, 6), adenine -5 (A-5) and guanine-5 (G-5).
The structures had good resolution, varying from 2.2 to 2.8 Å. One of the
complexes, BrU-5, had a resolution of 2.2 Å, the highest obtained yet for an
MS2 crystal. This allowed improvement of the protein model at some places.
The structures of the RNA molecules were all very similar to each other and
to the wild-type TR, although with small changes in the detailed interactions
(Figure 12).

The BrU complex. Although in a conformation very similar to wildtype,
the RNA backbone had moved slightly between nucleotides -7 and -4, in a
direction away from the protein. The bromine atom was visible as a strong
peak in the electron density map. To accommodate the bulky bromine, the
BrU base had to be somewhat rotated in the plane of the base compared to
the wild-type, which allows for formation of 3 hydrogen bonds. The BrU
hairpin has a binding affinity for coat protein that is significantly higher than
the wild-type TR (96).  The three hydrogen bonds (compared to one for the
wildtype) and the entropy effect of burying the bulky, hydrophobic bromine
atom probably leads to the higher affinity measured in solution.

The 2-one-5 complex. The pyrimidine-2-one-5 RNA was constructed to
explore the relative importance of base stacking vs. polar interactions at the
4 position of the base ring. The 2one base can be regarded as a pyrimidine
missing substituents at the 4 position. The structure shows that 2-one-5 base
is both rotated 20° in the plane of the base and moved approximately 0.3 Å
compared to the wildtype TR. The position of the O2 atom is still very close
to the corresponding atom in the wildtype and makes the same hydrogen
bond. The ring of TyrA85 has moved a little, apparently to optimise stacking
interaction with the base. The 2-one-5  RNA has a slightly lower binding
affinity than the wildtype TR, probably caused by the loss of one hydrogen
bond.
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Figure 12. The detailed interactions of some RNA fragments from Paper II. Top left:
U-5 (wildtype). Top right: BrU-5. Bottom left: 2one-5. Bottom right: G-5.

The SU-5 and SU-5-6 complexes. The 2-thiouracil substituted SU-5 RNA
was constructed to investigate the effect of weakening the hydrogen bond to
AsnA87. The less electronegative sulphur atom at ring position 2 should be a
weak hydrogen bond acceptor. The SU-5-6 RNA, with an additional
2-thiouracil at base -6 was tested to see if a conformational change could be
provoked, as seen for a previously determined structure with a pyridine-4-
one at the -5 position (47). The complexes had structures very similar to
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each other and to the wildtype TR. The 2-thiouracil base and the RNA
backbone of bases -6 to -4 has moved significantly away from the protein,
probably as an effect of the longer and weaker hydrogen bonds between the
sulphur atoms and the protein. SU-5 has a binding affinity that is 10 times
weaker than the wild-type TR, consistent with longer hydrogen bonds
between the TyrA85 OH and the -5 phosphate and between the sulphur atom
and the asparagine sidechain.

The A-5 and G-5 complexes. Binding experiments with purines at
position -5 have indicated only very low affinity for these complexes (97).
Nevertheless, we were able to determine the structures of the variant RNA
hairpins with A and G in the -5 position, respectively. The two complexes
are similar to each other and resemble the wildtype TR. The backbone
between riboses -6 and -4 has moved away from the protein to accommodate
the larger purine at -5. The A and G bases are in the same position as the
wildtype TR U, but because of their larger size they are protruding both
towards and away from the protein. There is no obvious strain in these
complexes, but the steric changes involved in fitting these bases may
account for the reduced affinity. In the G-5 complex, the phosphate -5 has
moved 1.8 Å compared to the wildtype TR, disrupting the hydrogen bond
between TyrA85 OH and this phosphate. G-5 also has the lowest affinity of
the tested complexes.

From our experiments, it seems like many types of bases can be accepted
at the -5 position, albeit with reduction of binding affinity. There is,
however, one example of a base that cannot be bound to the coat protein in
standard manner. The structure of a complex containing a pyridine-4one
(4one) at position -5 has been determined (47), and it revealed that the -5
base is pointing away from the protein and not forming any interaction.
Instead, the -6 base is stacking to the TyrA85 side chain (Figure 13). This
switching of bases is probably caused by the more electronegative potential
around the 4 oxygen in the 4one base, which is spatially close to one of the
oxygens in phosphate -6. We conclude that the stacking to TyrA85 is the
single most important interaction of this base, since each of the polar
interactions can be removed or weakened with intact binding to the protein.
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Figure 13. The detailed interactions of the 4one-5 RNA fragment.

5.3 Results, Paper III

In addition to the -5 base, the bases at -10, -7 and -4 are important for
sequence specific binding to the MS2 coat protein. No other base than
adenine (A) at position -4 gives detectable binding (97). The bases at
position -4 and -10 bind in the corresponding binding pockets on each side
of the protein dimer, but the orientation of the -10 base in the pocket is
different. At the -10 position both purines are acceptable for binding (98).
The -7 base does not make any direct interaction with the protein, instead it
is stacked to base -5, which in turn is stacked to TyrA85 of the protein.
There is a strong preference for purines at position -7 (76,78,80). MS2 RNA
complexes with hairpins substituted at positions -10 and -7 are presented in
paper III. The base substitutions tested were guanosine-10 (G-10_1),
2'-deoxy-2aminopurine-10 (2ap-10), inosine-10 (I-10), cytidine-10 (C-10),
cytidine -7 (C-7) and another guanosine-10 with additional mutations in the
RNA stem (G-10_2) (Figure 14). Some of the RNAs also contained U to C
substitution at position -5, since that mutation increases binding affinity and
thus makes binding in the capsids more likely (74,78). Only for three of the
complexes, C-10, C-7 and G-10_2, could the electron density of the RNA be
interpreted into models (Figure 15).
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Figure 14. The sequences and secondary structures of the RNA fragments used in
Paper III.

The G-10_1 and G-10_2 complexes. If a G replaces the wildtype A-10, the
resulting RNA hairpin has low binding affinity (98). This is probably caused
by multiple alternative conformations of the RNA fragment, some of which
are unable to bind the coat protein (Figure 14) (98). The G-10_1 RNA had
very weak density and only the loop bases could be seen. We have
previously been successful in producing complexes with low affinity RNA
hairpins, but in this case possibly only a fraction of the molecules are in the
correct conformation for binding. To counteract the problem we constructed
a hairpin, G-10_2, with two of the G-C basepairs replaced by C-G basepairs
(Figure 14). This fragment has a binding affinity similar to wildtype TR (98)
and the electron density showed clear binding of the hairpin. The
conformation of the RNA is very similar to wildtype, with the G-10
essentially in the same place as the wildtype A-10, but slightly rotated to
accommodate the amino group at position 2 in the base (Figure 15). The

     U U -5     U U        U C        U C        U U
    A   A      A   A      A   A      A   A      A   A
     G-C        G-C        G-C        G-C        G-C
     G-C        C-G        G-C        G-C        G-C
-10 A          G          G          C         2ap
     G-C        C-G        G-C        G-C        G-C
     U-A +1     U-A        U-A        U-A        U-A
     A-U        A-U        A-U        A-U        A-U
     C-G        C-G        C-G        C-G        C-G
     A-U        A-U        A-U        A-U        A-U

wildtype           G-10_2            G-10_1              C-10               2ap-10

     U U        U C        U C        U C        U C
    A   A      C   A      A   A      A   A      A   A
     G-C        G-C        G-C       G           G-C
     G-C        G-C       G           G-C        G-C
    I          A           G-C        G-C        G-C
     G-C        G-C        G-C        G-C       G
     U-A        U-A        U-A        U-A        U-A
     A-U        A-U        A-U        A-U        A-U
     C-G        C-G        C-G        C-G        C-G
     A-U        A-U        A-U        A-U        A-U

I-10                 C-7 alternative basepairing for G-10_1
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Figure 15. Superpositions of Left: G-10_2 (grey), C-10 (black) and the wildtype A-
10 (white). Right: C-7 (black) and the wildtype A-7 (white).

guanosine base forms the same hydrogen bonds to the protein as the
wildtype adenosine.

The 2ap-10 and I-10 complexes.  The RNA fragments containing
2-aminopurine and inosine at position -5 were constructed to explore the
importance of the substituents at the 2 and 6 position in the base,
respectively. They could both be regarded as truncated versions of guanine.
The 2ap-10 RNA has good density for the upper part of the hairpin, and well
defined density for bases -11 and -9. There is, however, no visible density
for the -10 base. Phosphates -9 and -10 have moved up to 1.5 Å, indicating
that the -10 base might be oriented differently than in the wildtype TR. The
2ap-10 RNA fragment has been found to have the highest binding affinity
measured to date in this system (80).

The I-10 map showed no evidence of RNA binding, only isolated density
similar to that found in recombinant capsids that have not been soaked with
RNA. Both the inosine and the 2-aminopurine bases should be able to form
the same hydrogen bonds to the protein as the guanosine in the G-10_2
hairpin, but the electron density indicates that this has not been the case. A
previous study (98) indicated that both 2ap-10 and I-10 could have a similar
problem with alternative basepairing as the G-10_1 hairpin. That would
suffice to explain the poor binding of I-10, but in the 2ap-10 case there is a
clear binding of the RNA and indications of flexibility for the -10 base. The
absence of binding of 2-aminopurine in the binding pocket is even more
puzzling in view of its similarity to guanosine, which in the G-10_2 complex
is neatly inserted into the pocket.

The C-10 complex. The structure of the C-10 operator hairpin proves
that even an RNA fragment with very low binding affinity can bind well
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enough for structure determination. This fragment has a 1000-fold lower
binding affinity than the wildtype TR (98). The conformation of the RNA is
identical to that of the wildtype, except for base -10. The -10 cytosine is only
partly inserted into the binding pocket and does not form any hydrogen
bonds to the protein, which would explain the poor binding affinity of this
molecule. In a solution structure of the wildtype TR, the -10 base is
intercalated into the stem. It is possible that interaction of the base leads to a
stem conformation which is incompatible with binding to the protein, and
thus causes the cytosine to bulge out and insert itself into the binding pocket.

The C-7 complex. The C-7 complex was produced in search of an
explanation for the purine specificity of the -7 base. Various purines give
binding affinities similar to wildtype, while pyrimidines give at least a 100-
fold reduction (76). The conformation of this complex is the same as for
wildtype TR, with the cytosine -7 base occupying the same position as the
wildtype adenosine. A uracil at position -7 would be expected to give very
low affinity since it would form a basepair with A-4, which is absolutely
crucial for the binding. While a cytosine might not form a basepair, it may
still allow a loop conformation where A-4 is unavailable for binding to the
protein. A purine could, by its larger size, force the A-4 to be exposed.
Alternatively, the difference in binding affinity could be caused by the more
favourable stacking of a purine between U-5 and G-8.

5.4 Overall conclusions - RNA binding

An interesting observation is that so many RNA hairpins bind to the MS2
coat protein in a very similar manner, even if they have significantly
different binding affinity. Generally a wide range of bases can be
accommodated in the structure, but at the price of weaker binding. For the
binding of a base at -5, the effect of the interactions on binding affinity
seems straightforward. The most important interaction is the stacking to
Tyrosine A85, followed by the hydrogen bond between Tyrosine A85 OH
and the -5 phosphate. The two remaining hydrogen bonding atoms, the
substituents at ring position 2 and 4 in the base, have additional effects. The
enhanced affinity of a cytidine at -5 is due to an intra-RNA hydrogen bond
stabilising the RNA in the bound conformation. For the bases at position -10
and -7, the relationships are more complex. The relative affinity of base
variants at these positions seems to not only depend on the bound
conformation, but also on how the molecules behave in solution. The purine
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specificity at the -10 is caused by the ability of these bases to form hydrogen
bonds to the protein, since pyrimidines are too small. But the 2-aminopurine
RNA, with its strong binding and possibly different conformation obscures
the scenario. The most probable explanation for a purine specificity at the -7
position is the need to have a large base to force the -4 adenine into a
position favourable for binding, rather than any specific properties of that
base.
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6 The structure of HK97 - a covalently linked
virus shell (Paper IV)

6.1 Introduction

The virus capsids of the -like coliphages are large and complex structures.
They have a T=7 icosahedral head surrounding the single-stranded DNA
genome, a portal through which the DNA is inserted into the preformed
capsid, and a long tail which is attached after DNA packaging and used to
inject the genetic material into the host cell. As the genome is packed, the
head undergoes an expansion and rearrangement of the protein monomers
called maturation. The size and shape are drastically changed from small and
spherical to large and icosahedral. The head is constructed from 415 copies
of the coat protein and a portal complex that takes the place of one pentamer
in the T=7 lattice. Many phages in the siphoviridae family (including
coliphage ) assemble their heads utilising special scaffolding proteins.
These proteins help define the shell curvature and size, but are discarded
during maturation. Additional stabilising proteins hold the capsid together.

Bacteriophage HK97 is different from phage  in that it does not require
scaffolding or stabilising proteins. Instead, about 100 residues in N-terminus
of the coat protein, which is cleaved off prior to DNA packing, might be
acting as a guide for head assembly. To stabilise the head, covalent bonds
between the protein monomers are formed throughout the capsid in such a
way that the linked monomers form interlocking rings (55,56,99). HK97 is
so far the only member of the siphoviridae family which has been studied in
detailed by both electron microscopy and x-ray crystallography
(18,56,100,101). The work presented in paper IV includes extensive
refinement of an x-ray model of phage HK97, analysis of the interactions
within the shell.
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6.2 Results

The structure of the mature head from phage HK97, formed from
recombinant expression of the capsid protein and chemically expanded, has
previously been determined (59,102,103). Despite extensive rebuilding,
positional refinement, and refinement of various other factors such as cell
parameters, particle centre and particle orientation, the R-factor could only
be lowered from 47,2 % to 36,5 %. While disappointing, we have not been
able to devise any improvement to the model that could lower the R-value.
The crystals have a very large unit cell with a solvent content of 87%, which
leads to weak data. Since the R-factor as a function of resolution is
reasonably well correlated with average intensity, we suspect that this might
be the major cause of the high R-factor. Analysis has also showed
anisotropic diffraction in different directions of the crystal.

The structure. The HK97 capsid protein monomer has a completely new
fold. There are two domains, the A domain which is a mixed alpha-beta
structure and the P domain which is unusually elongated and mainly consists
of a helix and a long, kinked -sheet. Together they form an L-shaped
protein with two protrusions, the N-terminal, and a part of the P-domain -
sheet named the E-loop (Figure 16). The monomers are organised into
pentamers and hexamers, which are also the assembly intermediates (Figure
17). The pentamers are responsible for most of the curvature in the shell,
while the hexamers are relatively flat. The pentamers are at positions of
icosahedral symmetry, but the hexamers do not have any symmetry restraints
and are slightly different in conformation and interactions. In the hexamer,
most of the contacts between the monomers are preserved between the
different conformations. The protein interactions in the pentamer are adapted
by a more bent conformation of the N-arm and the E-loop, and most of the
contacts between monomers are the same as in the hexamer.
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Figure 16. The HK97 monomer (A subunit).

Figure 17. The arrangement of HK97 subunits in the T=7 shell. Eight hexamers
(grey) and one pentamer (black) are shown, a total of 53 subunits.
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Formation of a covalent bonds throughout the capsid. The long N-
terminus and the E-loop weaves through the shell making stabilising
interactions with neighbouring monomers. Each monomer contacts no less
than nine of the surrounding proteins. But the cause of the unusual stability
of the HK97 particle is the cross-linking of all monomers into one covalently
bound entity. The result, interlocking rings covering the whole capsid and
resembling chainmail (Figure 18), has never before been observed for
proteins. The residues forming the covalent bond are lysine 169 near the tip
of the E-loop and asparagine 356 in the P-domain. The reaction is suggested
to be catalysed by glutamic acid 363 from a third subunit (56). The
evolutionary origin of this crosslink is uncertain, but two related phages with
the ability to form covalent bonds have been identified (104-106). There are
also related phages, with enough sequence similarity to be reasonably well
aligned that does not posses the crosslinking residues.

A comparison with the model of a previous stage in phage
maturation. Bacteriophage HK97 undergoes several distinct, temporally
separated maturation steps, which has been studied in detail by electron
microscopy (EM) (18,100). Recently, a 12 Å resolution EM structure of an
earlier maturation intermediate, the Prohead II, allowed adjustment and
refinement of the subunits from the Head II structure in the density (101). In
Prohead II, the capsid protein is cleaved, but the particle has not expanded
and no crosslinks are formed. Except for the N-terminal arm and the E-loop,
the mature head monomers could be fitted as rigid bodies into the EM
density. The E-loop had to be remodelled as projecting radially outwards
from the shell and the N-terminal could not be fit in. The differences in
monomer arrangement are evident. Both pentamers and hexamers have
become more "closed" with a cuplike structure. The hexamers are much less
symmetric than in the mature head, and could rather be viewed as a dimer of
trimers. A comparison on atomic level shows that virtually no contacts
between the monomers are the same as in the mature head. Evidently, this
capsid protein has at least two entirely different sets of interaction surfaces.
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Figure 18. The interlocking covalent rings formed by the crosslinking. The same
view as in figure 17, but both hexamers and pentamer are grey, and the E-loops are
black.
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7 The refined structure of Nudaurelia
capensis  Virus (Paper V)

7.1 Introduction

Nudaurelia capensis  Virus (N V) belong to the tetravirus family, and
infects insects of the lepidopteran order (butterflies and moths). N V is a
positive-stranded RNA virus and the genome consists of two separate RNA
segments. The virus capsid is composed of 240 protein subunits of 641
amino acids each. The x-ray structure was first published in 1996 (107). The
capsid proteins are arranged with T=4 quasi-symmetry in the shell, regulated
by parts of the C-termini. These segments are found in two discrete ordered
states, producing either flat or bent contacts similar to T=3 plant viruses and
nodaviruses. The monomer fold is an elaboration of the classic viral jellyroll,
consisting of 8 antiparallel  strands (Figure 20). Insertions at the N and C-
termini form a helical domain on the inside of the capsid surface. A large
insertion in the EF loop forms an immunoglobulin-like (Ig-like) domain on
the particle surface. Other insertions add two strands to the viral jelly-roll
and two helices and a small  sheet are positioned between the jellyroll and
the Ig-like domain (Figure 19). The protein chain undergoes autoproteolytic
cleavage during maturation, cutting off the  peptides (residues 571 to 641)
from the main portion of the protein.
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Figure 19. Left: The fold of the N V monomer (C subunit). Right: The monomer
fold of BBV (C subunit). The strands that are present in the standard viral jellyroll
are coloured black.

The structure is similar to that of four viruses in the nodavirus family, a
family of T=3 viruses that infect insects, fish and some mammals. These
viruses, Black Beetle Virus (BBV), Flockhouse Virus (FHV), Nodamura
Virus and Pariacoto Virus, also produce  peptides by autoproteolytic
cleavage (9,10,108,109). Inside the 5-fold axis the five helices formed by the
 peptides from a bundle. For FHV a model has been proposed where the

helix bundle is involved in membrane translocation of the viral RNA (36).
Non-enveloped viruses must find a way to transport their genetic material
through the cell membrane. Receptor interactions lead to endocytosis of the
virus particles and the low pH of the endosome triggers structural changes in
the virus capsid. For FHV, the helix bundle is proposed to be externalised
upon exposure to low pH, and become attached to the membrane. The inner
part of the helix bundle is associated with the viral RNA and the helix
bundle would then transfer parts of the RNA to the cytoplasmic side of the
cell membrane. Attachment of ribosomes and subsequent translation of the
RNA could then pull the rest of the RNA into the cell. With the structure of
N V it was discovered that five  peptides close to the fivefold axis formed
a large pore-like structure that could possibly act as a channel for
transporting the RNA through the membrane. The work presented in Paper
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V consists of rebuilding and refinement of the N V structure, including
some previously unmodelled segments of polypeptide with implications for
the membrane translocation.

7.2 Results

The preliminary model of N V (107) was rebuilt and refined and several
new stretches of polypeptide could be added. The R-factor was lowered from
27.5% to 22.3%.

The T=4 symmetry. The 240 proteins are arranged with T=4 quasi-
symmetry (Figure 20). The different conformations are named A, B, C and
D. The virus shell can be viewed as built up by two different kinds of
trimers, ABC and DDD. The T=4 interactions is regulated by either flat or
bent contacts of subunits interacting at the five-fold, quasi-sixfold and quasi-
twofold axes (Figure 21). C-terminal helices from subunits C and D are
inserted as wedges in the contacts between the C and D and between D and
B. The part of the chain forming these helices is disordered in the A and B
subunits. In the capsid, the effect is that DDD trimers are surrounded by the
C and D helices, making the interface between DDD trimers and ABC
trimers flat (Figure 20). The interactions between different ABD trimers are
bent, since no helices are present in the interface. The Ig-like domain is
positioned on the outside of the virus capsid, and clusters together around
the threefold and quasi-threefold axes.
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Figure 20. Top: The T=4 arrangement of capsid proteins in the N V shell. A
subunits are white, B subunits are light grey, C subunits are dark grey and D
subunits are black. Five-, three- and twofold axes are indicated. Bottom: the
ordered C-terminal helices that make protein interfaces flat.
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Figure 21. The flat and bent contacts between N V subunits. Top left: Bent contact
between two A subunits close to the five-fold axis. Top right: Bent contact between
subunits B and C around the quasi-sixfold axis (icosahedral twofold). Bottom left:
Flat contact between subunits C and D around the quasi-sixfold axis. Bottom right:
Flat contact between subunits D and B around the quasi-sixfold axis. A mageisium
ion is shown as a black sphere.
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The arrangement of  peptides around the fivefold axis. The addition of
an N-terminal helix in the B subunits revealed that what was previously
thought to be a cylinder-shaped arrangement of five helices around the
fivefold axis was in fact a 10-helix cylinder, consisting of the  peptides and
five N-terminal helices (Figure 23). Since the N-terminal helices are
covalently attached to the main portion of the capsid protein,  externalisation
of this cylinder would be problematic. There is a long stretch of polypeptide
without secondary structure attached to the N-terminal helices that could
allow some flexibility of the helix cylinder (Figure 23), just long enough for
the cylinder to become externalised. The linker would be lining the outside
of the helix cylinder, however, and could interfere with membrane contacts.
In addition, and opposed to FHV, the inside of the helix cylinder is
hydrophobic and the outside is polar. It is clear that this arrangement of 
peptides and N-terminal helices cannot serve as a pore for RNA transport
across the membrane in the form it is present in the virus capsid.
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Figure 22. The cylinder of 10 helices formed around the fivefold axis in N V. All
five  peptides are shown (dark grey), as well as all five N1 helices and linkers
(black). For clarity, only two A and B subunits out of five are shown (grey). Top:
View from inside the capsid. Bottom: View from the side.
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